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“Optimality in state estimation is similar to perfection in life. An optimal 
state estimator attempts to minimize some objective function. 

Theoretically, optimality can be achieved. But practically speaking, 
optimality will never be attained. This is because of modeling errors, 

incomplete knowledge of noise statistics, sampling and resolution 
limitations, and other deviations from ideal conditions. Although 

optimality will never be completely attained, optimal estimators are still 
quite effective in practice. We do not give up on the notion of optimality 
just because it is not completely attainable. We continue with our efforts 

toward optimality, thankful for the performance that we can obtain.” 
Dan Simon 

  



 
 

  



 
 
 

 

 

Abstract 

Individual health monitoring of heavy vehicles is one of the keystones on 
which an optimized utility of a vehicle fleet is based. For many components 
mounted on the chassis of a heavy vehicle, failures due to fatigue is a major 
concern. The fatigue is caused by vibrations in the chassis, originating from 
road irregularities and the driver’s manoeuvring of the vehicle. The 
variation in vibration characteristics is very large, and a reliable prediction 
of the fatigue damage must therefore be based on vibrations measured on 
each specific vehicle. Even so, the prediction of fatigue damage is far from 
trivial. To minimize the cost of both measurement equipment and data 
processing, the vibrations must be measured very sparsely. Furthermore, 
it will in general not be possible to measure the vibrations in the locations 
where failures are anticipated.  

In Paper A, an augmented Kalman filter extended with a fixed-lag 
smoother is presented (hereinafter referred to as the smoothing 
algorithm). The smoothing algorithm is used to estimate the vibrations 
everywhere in a dynamic system based on sparsely measured accelerations 
and on a numerical model describing the system. Measurements from a 
vehicle component mounted in a vibration test rig are used to validate the 
smoothing algorithm. The numerical model is constructed from an 
operational modal analysis of the dynamic system. It is shown that the 
smoothing algorithm accurately estimates the dynamic responses. 

The smoothing algorithm is then investigated in more detail in Paper B. 
When analysing measurements from complex dynamic structures, both 
measurement noise and modelling errors will be present. This paper 
presents a study of how the magnitude of these errors affects the accuracy 
of the estimates. Furthermore, some of the assumptions made within the 
estimating process are analysed. From sensitivity analysis, it is concluded 
that a tuning methodology for the smoothing algorithm, presented in 
Paper A, results in stable estimates with a good trade-off between estimator 
adaptability and noise sensitivity. 

In Paper C, the fatigue damage in a vehicle component is predicted based 
on strains estimated with the smoothing algorithm. Accelerations and 
strains are measured on a vehicle component mounted in a vibration test 
rig, and together with a numerical model based on a finite element analysis, 



 
 

the strains in critical regions are estimated. The estimated strain is then 
used for computation of the accumulated fatigue damage. The predicted 
damage corresponds well with the failures occurring in a vibration fatigue 
life test of the analysed component.  

Finally, in Paper D the fatigue damage prediction methodology presented 
in Paper C is used to predict the fatigue damage in a complete vehicle. 
Based on a finite element model of the vehicle and on several hundred 
kilometres of driving, the fatigue damage in some critical regions on three 
different chassis-mounted components is predicted. The smoothing 
algorithm estimates the strains with the acceptable result, even though the 
model error is large and the number of acceleration measurements is low. 
The subsequent damage predictions correspond well with failures seen on 
operating trucks.  

  



 
 
 

 

Sammanfattning 

Övervakningen av ett fordons status med avseende på utmattning och 
skador är en av grunderna för att optimera utnyttjandet av en 
fordonsflotta. För komponenter monterade på ett lastbilschassi är just 
utmattning en av huvudorsakerna till skador. Denna utmattning orsakas 
av vibrationer i chassiet, som i sin tur främst kommer från ojämnheter i 
vägen och förarens handhavande av fordonet. Då variationen av dessa 
vibrationer är stor så måste en pålitlig skattning av skadan 
baserasutmattningen vara baserad på vibrationer mätta på det enskilda 
fordonet. Trots detta är en sådan skattning av skada långt ifrån enkel. För 
att minimera kostnaden för både mätsensorer och hanteringen av data så 
måste fordonets vibrationer mätas väldigt glest. Dessutom är det generellt 
sett inte heller möjligt att mäta vibrationerna på de ställen som man tror 
att skadan kommer att ske.  

I Artikel A presenteras ett utökat Kalmanfilter som kompletterats med en 
utjämningsalgoritm (hädanefter kallat utjämningsalgoritmen). 
Utjämningsalgoritmen används för att estimera vibrationerna överallt i ett 
dynamiskt system, baserat på glest inmätta accelerationer samt en 
numerisk modell som beskriver systemet. Accelerationsmätningar på en 
lastbilskomponent monterad i en vibrationsprovrigg används för att 
validera utjämningsalgoritmen. Den numeriska modellen har skapats 
utifrån en operativ modalanalys utförd på den aktuella komponenten. Det 
visas att utjämningsalgoritmen skattar den dynamiska responsen i 
systemet med hög noggrannhet.  

En mer noggrann undersökning av utjämningsalgoritmen presenteras i 
Artikel B. När mätdata från ett komplext dynamiska system analyseras 
kommer både mätbrus och modellfel att inverka. I denna artikel studeras 
hur storleken på dessa fel påverkar pricksäkerheten och exaktheten i den 
estimerade dynamiska responsen. Utöver det analyseras några av de 
antaganden som görs i estimeringsprocessen. En känslighetsanalys visar 
att den anpassningsalgoritm som presenteras i Artikel A resulterar i 
skattningar som är både stabila och har en god avvägning mellan 
anpassningsbarhet och känslighet mot brus.   

I Artikel C görs sedan en uppskattning av utmattningsskadan i en 
lastbilskomponent, detta baserat på töjningar estimerade med 
utjämningsalgoritmen. Genom att mäta både acceleration och töjning på 



 
 

en komponent monterad i en vibrationsprovrigg, och sedan använda dessa 
tillsammans med en numerisk finit elementmodell kan töjning skattas i 
flera kritiska regioner på komponenten. De skattade töjningarna används 
sedan för att beräkna den ackumulerade utmattningsskadan. Den 
beräknade delskadan stämmer väl överens med utfall från ett 
vibrationsutmattningsprov av den studerade komponenten.  

Slutligen, i Artikel D presenteras en studie där metoden för 
utmattningsuppskattning som presenterats i Artikel C nu används på ett 
helt fordon. Med hjälp av en finit elementmodell av fordonet samt 
mätningar från flera hundra kilometers körning uppskattas delskadan i 
kritiska regioner på tre olika chassimonterade komponenter. 
Utjämningsalgoritmen estimerar först töjningarna i de kritiska regionerna 
med godtagbart resultat, trots att modellfelet är stort och antalet inmätta 
accelerationer är litet. Det visas att den efterföljande 
delskadeuppskattningen överensstämmer väl med utfall från fordon i drift. 
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Introduction 

One of Scania’s core values is ‘Customer first’ because Scania is only 
successful when its customers are successful. For the owner of a heavy 
vehicle, downtime costs lots of money. The causes of downtime are many, 
but the prevention and reparation of failures due to vibration fatigue is one 
major reason. The main objective of this thesis has therefore been to 
provide insight into the field of fatigue damage predictions and health 
monitoring of heavy vehicles.  

The introduction of this thesis aims to put this work into context and to 
explore both the possibilities and the limitations of fatigue damage 
predictions. While the theory behind the methodology for fatigue damage 
prediction explored in this thesis soon gets deep into mathematical 
formulations, this introduction will rather focus on the underlying 
assumptions and possibilities of the steps within. The theory, and all its 
fascinating mathematics, is thoroughly discussed in the appended papers.  

Figure 1:  Maintenance of a truck. A time consuming and costly process which needs to be 
optimized. 
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Background 

The main reason for fatigue damage of a component mounted on a truck 
chassis is road induced vibrations. Several factors are affecting the 
intensity of these vibrations: the road condition, the speed of the vehicle, 
the driver and other traffic to mention some. It is therefore very difficult to 
prognosticate when fatigue damage will occur in each vehicle based only 
on general assumptions of the usage. However, if the vibration response 
could be measured, this information could be used to predict the fatigue 
damage on that specific vehicle. This is the principal idea behind the 
methodology for fatigue damage prediction developed in this thesis.  

There are several limitations to take into account when developing such a 
methodology; one is the access to measurement data. It is generally not 
possible to measure the vibration response at the exact location of fatigue 
failure. Failure usually occurs in a small radius, in a bolted joint or in a 
weld, these are all positions where measurements are not feasible. In 
addition, to reduce the cost of measurement equipment and data 
management, the number of sensors used for measurements needs to be 
minimized. The fatigue damage must therefore be predicted from sparsely 
measured vibration responses in positions which does not coincide with 
the location of the fatigue damage. Another issue when dealing with field 
measurements is that the existence of measurement noise must be 
considered. Moreover, errors in the process must also be taken into 
account. It is likely that the dynamic system does not behave exactly the 
way you have modelled it, and errors in the process must hence be taken 
care of.  

Another limitation when developing a method for damage predictions is 
computational complexity. To be able to perform the predictions online, 
the computations behind the fatigue predictions must be efficient. The 
computational power of heavy vehicles is steadily increasing, however, it is 
still limited.  

Because of these preconditions, the majority of time spent in this project 
aimed to design an algorithm that could estimate the stresses and strains 
in positions of the vehicle where no measurements had been conducted. A 
correctly estimated stress or strain state is fundamental for the subsequent 
damage predictions. The field of state estimations will therefore be 
presented in more detail. 
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State and input estimation 

The field of state estimation dates back to the 17th century when great 
minds like Pascal and Fermat initiated the mathematical theory of 
probability. Since then, the field has constantly been developed and 
extended. With the increased computational power of today, the work 
continues [1].  

 

Input force estimation 

To discuss the problem of state estimation, the connected problem of input 
estimation needs to be addressed. Because one of our main difficulties to 
deal with when it comes to estimating the states is the fact that the forces 
which excite the system are unknown. Let’s recall the classical continuous-
time equation of motion for a linear system  

 𝐌𝐌�̈�𝐮 + 𝐂𝐂�̇�𝐮 + 𝐊𝐊𝐮𝐮 = 𝐟𝐟 (1) 

where 𝐌𝐌 is the mass matrix, 𝐂𝐂 is the damping matrix and 𝐊𝐊 is the stiffness 
matrix. The vector 𝐮𝐮 is the displacement of the system, and a “dot” 
indicates a time derivative. The system is excited by the forces 𝐟𝐟. Let’s 
assume that the three matrices describing the dynamic properties of the 
system (𝐌𝐌,𝐂𝐂 and 𝐊𝐊) are known and positive-definite. If both the location 
and the magnitude of the forces 𝐟𝐟 are known, then the displacement 𝐮𝐮 and 
corresponding velocity �̇�𝐮 and acceleration �̈�𝐮 could be computed at every 
point of the system. This motion of the system is the state that we need. 
However, sometimes neither the magnitude nor the exact location of the 
forces are known, then the states cannot be computed. If this is the case, 
another method for estimating both the forces and the states is required. 
And this method must be based on something easily available, like 
measured vibration responses. 

To formulate such a method for input force estimations, let us assume a 
linear system described by Eq. (2) where the vector  𝐳𝐳 contains the 
measured responses and 𝐇𝐇 is a transfer matrix, describing the structural 
relation between the forces 𝐟𝐟 and the measured responses.  

 𝐳𝐳 = 𝐇𝐇𝐟𝐟 (2) 
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If the matrix 𝐇𝐇 is known, the forces could be retrieved by solving the 
inverse of the equation above 

 𝐟𝐟 = 𝐇𝐇−𝟏𝟏𝐳𝐳. (3) 

It seems like an easy thing to do, however, all the difficulties associated 
with state and input estimation arises from the fact that it is an inverse 
problem. The matrix 𝐇𝐇 is in general rank-deficient [2] (all rows/columns 
are not linearly independent) and/or ill-conditioned (some eigenvalues are 
very small in comparison to others) and the inverse problem of Eq. (3) then 
becomes ill-posed. One effect of the ill-posedness is that if there are any 
small errors in the measurement (like noise for example), the error in the 
estimation of the force might become very large.  

There exist many different methods for solving this ill-posed problem, and 
they are sometimes divided into three main categories: Direct methods, 
Regularization methods and Probabilistic methods [3]. The direct and 
regularization methods will not be discussed any further, the interested 
reader is referred to [2]–[6] to mention but a few. However, the usage of 
probabilistic methods to solve the ill-posed inverse problem will be 
addressed in the next section.  

 

Joint state and input estimation 

As the title implies, the joint state and input estimation problem needs to 
be solved when both the states and the input forces of a system are 
unknown but yet needed. This problem arises in many different areas, here 
we will stay in the field of mechanical engineering. Many of the solution 
strategies which can be applied for input force estimations can be extended 
to solve the joint state and input problem because we are still dealing with 
an ill-posed inverse problem. When dealing with problems connected to 
dynamic mechanical structures, like a heavy vehicle, there are some issues 
that the strategy for solving the inverse problem must be able to handle: 
measurement noise and model errors. Measurement noise is relatively easy 
to handle, its effects can be filtered out by a regularization method. 
However, when adding model errors, the circumstances become more 
problematic. With both measurement noise and model errors, it will not be 
possible to compute an exact solution to the inverse problem [7], but the 
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solution will have to be based upon the most likely state and input. This 
leads to us the probabilistic approach.  

Driven by the increased computational power available and reduced cost 
of measurement sensors, the usage and development of probabilistic 
solution methods has increased steadily during the 21st century, even 
though many of the theories behind originates from decades earlier. The 
general idea behind a probabilistic or statistic method is that it minimizes 
an error function given certain criteria, a model and a set of measurements. 
Exactly what error function that is minimized, and in what statistical sense 
the minimization is performed, differs between different methods. An 
overview of different methods can be found in the appended papers. 

In this work, an augmented Kalman filter has been used. The Kalman filter 
itself dates back to around 1960 [8], but the application to structural 
dynamics was presented by Lourens in [9]. Since then, it has successfully 
been applied to, for example, a rear twist-beam suspension [10], an 
offshore monopile wind turbine [11], a truss structure [12] and, in an 
extended version, on a vehicle suspension test rig [13]. The Kalman filter is 
a linear least-mean-square estimator and is based on the state-space 
description of the dynamic system. To discuss some important properties 
and limitations of the Kalman filter, the formulation of the state-space 
model must be addressed. 

 

The state-space model 

Compared to the equation of motion presented in Eq. (1), the state-space 
model is another way of formulating the dynamic properties of a system. If 
we let the vector 𝐱𝐱 represent the states of the system, for example, the 
displacement or modal displacement, the discrete-time state equation can 
be written as  

 𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝐀𝐀𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘 + 𝐁𝐁𝐟𝐟𝑘𝑘. (4) 

The input forces are still represented by the vector 𝐟𝐟, and the state matrices, 
𝐀𝐀 and 𝐁𝐁, connects the states with the input forces. These can be formulated 
directly from the mass, damping and stiffness matrices (𝐌𝐌, 𝐂𝐂 and 𝐊𝐊 of 
Eq. (1)) or via the modal properties of the system, as described in Paper A. 
The subscript 𝑘𝑘 indicates the current time and is based on the constant 
time step Δ𝑡𝑡 as 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑘𝑘Δ𝑡𝑡.  
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In addition to Eq. (4), the states and the input forces need to be connected 
to the measured responses 𝐳𝐳. This is done by the measurement equation 

 𝐳𝐳𝑘𝑘 = 𝐂𝐂𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘 + 𝐃𝐃𝐟𝐟𝑘𝑘 (5) 

where 𝐂𝐂 is the linear measurement matrix and 𝐃𝐃 is the direct feed-through 
matrix. The formulation of these matrices can be found in Paper A.  

As have been discussed previously, the advantage of a probabilistic 
estimator is that it can handle both measurement noise and model errors. 
If we assume that the model errors can be treated like a noise of the process 
in Eq. (4) and that both this process noise, which we call 𝐰𝐰, and the 
measurement noise, called 𝐯𝐯, are Gaussian with zero mean as well as 
uncorrelated with each other, the complete state-space description is 
formulated as: 

 
𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝐀𝐀𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘 + 𝐁𝐁𝐟𝐟𝑘𝑘 + 𝐰𝐰𝑘𝑘
𝐳𝐳𝑘𝑘 = 𝐂𝐂𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘 + 𝐃𝐃𝐟𝐟𝑘𝑘 + 𝐯𝐯𝑘𝑘

 (6) 

To estimate the states and forces jointly, the state-space description above 
can be reformulated as an augmented state-space description. By adding 
the input forces to the state vector, an augmented state vector 𝐱𝐱a is defined 
as  

 𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘𝐚𝐚 = �
𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘 
𝐟𝐟𝑘𝑘
�. (7) 

This results in the augmented state-space and measurement equations of 
Eq. (8) where the superscript “a” indicates the augmented formulation. 

 𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘+1a = 𝐀𝐀𝐚𝐚𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘a + 𝐰𝐰𝑘𝑘
a

𝐳𝐳𝑘𝑘 = 𝐂𝐂𝐚𝐚𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘a + 𝐯𝐯𝑘𝑘
 (8) 

 

The augmented Kalman filter extended with a fixed-lag smoother 

Given the augmented state-space equations of Eq. (8), the Kalman filter 
estimates the most likely augmented state vector defined as in Eq. (9). An 
estimate will be characterized by a “hat”, like 𝐱𝐱�a.  

 𝐱𝐱�𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘
a = E[𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘𝐚𝐚 |𝐳𝐳1, 𝐳𝐳2, … , 𝐳𝐳𝑘𝑘] (9) 
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Here E[⋅] denotes the expected value. As mentioned before, the Kalman 
filter is a linear least-mean-square estimator and it is designed to minimize 
the error covariance matrix, 𝐏𝐏, which is the expected value of the error 
process, defined as in Eq. (10). The Kalman filter is widely used and 
thoroughly described in for example [7], [14]. 

 𝐏𝐏𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘−1 = E �𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘−1
𝐚𝐚 − 𝐱𝐱�𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘−1

a �𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘−1
𝐚𝐚 − 𝐱𝐱�𝑘𝑘|𝑘𝑘−1

a �T�. (10) 

To improve the accuracy of estimates, a smoothing algorithm can be 
employed. The idea behind smoothing is that if we can base our estimate 
on more measurements, then the error covariance matrix can be reduced 
even further. Since the Kalman filter is a causal filter that depends on all 
past and present measurements, the only alternative for including more 
measurements is to use measurements from the future. However, 
measurements from the future are not available, and instead, we need to 
introduce a time lag in our estimations. This means that compared to the 
measurements, the estimates are computed some time steps back in time. 
The time lag is kept fix and is denoted 𝐿𝐿, which gives the estimate at time 
instance 𝑘𝑘 − 𝐿𝐿, given measurements up to time 𝑘𝑘 as 

 𝐱𝐱�𝑘𝑘−𝐿𝐿|𝑘𝑘
a = E[𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘−𝐿𝐿𝐚𝐚 |𝐳𝐳1, 𝐳𝐳2, … , 𝐳𝐳𝑘𝑘]. (11) 

A schematic illustration of the smoothing process is shown in Figure 2. A 
derivation of the equations which realizes the smoothing algorithm is 
found in Paper A.  

 

Figure 2: A schematic illustration of the fixed-lag smoothing. 
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In this work, we show that only a few time steps of lag can improve the 
accuracy of the estimates significantly. In Paper B, a thorough analysis of 
the nature of the improvement is performed. It is shown that the larger the 
errors, the greater the improvement of accuracy. It is also shown that for a 
dynamic system where the model contains errors originating from 
inaccuracies of both the computed eigenfrequencies and the mode shapes, 
the smoothing has a significant effect. The smoothing algorithm is used in 
all appended papers for joint input and state estimations with a satisfactory 
result. 

 

Some issues with Kalman filtering and smoothing 

There are off course certain issues and problems involved in the estimation 
process. Here we will discuss two of them in more detail, the two issues 
which have caused the most trouble in this project; how to achieve an 
accurate model and the inevitable need for tuning. 

In the studies performed within this project, two methods for formulating 
the numerical model has been used. In Paper A, an operational modal 
analysis (OMA) is performed, and in the three other papers, the model is 
based on a finite element (FE) analysis.  

The great advantage of the OMA is that the model errors are small. Since 
the modal properties of the system are based upon the actual dynamic 
response of that system, the modes truly describe the motion of the system 
analysed. With modern computer software (like the Simcenter Testlab 
Polymax modal parameter identification software used in this project) the 
selection of modal parameters is very accurate. However, the preconditions 
for model accuracy is that the measurement sensors used can resolve the 
system modes. To ensure that the sensors are accurately positioned, the 
number of sensors needs to be large (or few sensors can be moved around 
in a rather time-consuming process) or some a priori information about 
the system is needed. Another advantage of the OMA is that the modal 
damping is computed. Damping affects the dynamic behaviour a lot and 
accurate estimations of the modal damping is hard to achieve. However, 
one limitation of the OMA is that the modal parameters are available only 
in the positions of the measurement sensors. Since the objective of this 
entire project is to determine the motion and damage in positions where 
no measurements have been performed, this truly is a major limitation. 
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Therefore, in the following papers, the state-space model is based on the 
modal analysis of a finite element model instead. In contrast to the OMA, 
the FE model returns the modal properties in all positions. However, the 
accuracy of the model might be poor. For a complex dynamic system like a 
truck chassis, it is very difficult to create an accurate model. Issues like 
correct stiffness of joints and rubber material, flexible hoses, the behaviour 
of fluids in fuel tanks and damping (to mention but a few difficulties) might 
affect the dynamic behaviour of the system a lot, which in turn affects the 
computed modal properties. To take advantage of the strengths of both 
methods, a model based on both an FE analysis and an OMA was used in 
Paper C. In Figure 3, the test rig, as well as the FE model and the model for 
the OMA, is shown. Before the FE model was used for estimations, it was 
tuned in order to match the OMA, and in that way, the errors of the FE 
model could be decreased. If an accurate FE model is needed, this 
methodology is recommended. It requires that there exist a physical model 
of the system and that this can be excited with a white noise signal, but if 
these requirements are met then the accuracy of the FE model can be 
increased a lot. The effects of model errors in load identification are studied 
in for example [17] and is a subject worthy of its own research project.  

 

Figure 3: The test rig studied in Paper C to the left, the corresponding FE model at the top 
to the right, and the model for the OMA below. 
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In addition to the correctness of the model, the accuracy of the estimated 
state and inputs will depend on the noises, 𝐰𝐰a and 𝐯𝐯. Since we have made 
the assumption of noises which are zero-mean, white Gaussian processes 
that are mutually uncorrelated, we can introduce the corresponding 
covariance matrices 𝐐𝐐a and 𝐑𝐑 as  

If these covariances are known, the Kalman filter can find the optimal 
solution. However, in reality, these are seldom known. The process of 
assigning values to these covariance matrices is here called tuning. The 
covariance matrices can be seen as regularization parameters, adapting the 
properties of the estimator. In this project, a new tuning methodology was 
developed. It assumes that the level of measurement noise, 𝐑𝐑, is known but 
does not require any information about the states and the inputs. This 
methodology has been used in all appended papers with success. In Paper 
B some of the underlying assumptions of the tuning methodology are 
studied in more detail with sensitivity analysis and it is shown that the 
result is competitive and stable, however not optimal. A reliable tuning 
methodology that is repeatable and robust is essential for all adaptive 
estimators. A badly tuned algorithm might compute distorted estimates or 
no estimates at all due to instability. The presented tuning methodology is 
not limited to this specific estimation algorithm but can be applied to other 
estimators based on the state-space model presented in this work. 

Because of the previously mentioned uncertainties of the model and the 
tuning, a verification of the estimator can be advantageous. By estimating 
one of the measured responses based on the other measurements, the 
accuracy of the estimates can be assessed. If the accuracy is not good 
enough, both the model and the tuning might need adjustments.  

The smoothing algorithm improves the accuracy of the estimate, but it has 
a cost: increased computational complexity. It is shown in Paper A that the 
computational time increases linearly with an increased time lag. The 
increased accuracy of estimates must therefore always be put in relation to 
the increased computational time, as discussed in Paper A. The question of 
whether it is worth adding the smoothing or not must be answered in each 
individual problem. One type of problems where the increased accuracy 
might be worth some extra time is when the results are used to predict 

 E ��𝐰𝐰𝑘𝑘
a

𝐯𝐯𝑘𝑘
� �𝐰𝐰𝑙𝑙

aT 𝐯𝐯𝑙𝑙T�� = �𝐐𝐐
a 0

0 𝐑𝐑
�𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘−𝑙𝑙 (12) 
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fatigue damage. Accurately estimated states are essential for the following 
damage prediction. 
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Damage prediction 

Even though the estimation of states and inputs has been the greatest part 
of this project, the main objective has been to predict fatigue damage. 
However, it should be clearly stated that this project has not aimed for 
finding the optimal method for computing the damage given some 
prevailing conditions. To predict fatigue damage caused by random 
vibrations in a complex system where the stress state is multiaxial is far 
from trivial and the entire project could have been spent doing so. The aim 
has instead been to find damage prediction methods that are reliable, easy 
to implement and computationally efficient.  

Damage prediction from measured vibrational responses has become a 
major field of research during the 21st century. One of the more popular 
applications is the health monitoring of offshore wind turbines. Due to 
their inaccessible location and complex structures, maintenance needs to 
be minimized while failures need to be avoided, much the same as for the 
heavy vehicle. The wave and wind impact acts as stochastic and unknown 
input forces for the wind turbines in the same way as the road conditions 
excite the truck chassis. Some examples of fatigue prediction of wind 
turbines are a modal decomposition and expansion approach [18], a 
method using a multi-band modal expansion approach [19] and a 
technique where the measured surface response is used in conjunction 
with an expansion algorithm to obtain full-field information [20], methods 
which could be used on a vehicle chassis as well.  

Damage is predicted in Paper C and D, and different methods have been 
used. In Paper C, a structure mounted in a vibration test rig is studied. A 
77 s long test signal excited the structure, resulting in a multiaxial stress 
state which was very close to being both stationary and Gaussian. Since the 
test signal is rather short, the fatigue analysis was performed in the time 
domain and was based on rainflow counting of the stress signal. Two 
different methods are compared, uniaxial rainflow counting of the signed 
absolute maximum principal stress and Wang and Brown’s multiaxial 
rainflow counting method. The resulting predicted damage is similar and 
corresponds well to the result of a vibration fatigue test of the studied 
component, see Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: The failures which occurred during a vibration fatigue test, compared to the 
predicted damage. From Paper C. 
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In Paper D, the conditions are rather different. Very long vibration signals 
were analysed, and the stress state was a bit further away from being 
stochastic and Gaussian. Due to the length of the vibration signals, the 
fatigue computations were moved to the frequency domain. A method that 
includes rainflow counting of all stress cycles would have been too time-
consuming. Therefore, even though the stress state did not completely 
fulfil the statistical criteria of being stationary and Gaussian, Dirlik’s 
method for spectral fatigue was employed. The benefits of being easy to 
implement trumped the fact that the prediction of damage probably would 
be slightly non-conservative. To verify the accuracy of the predicted 
damage, a comparison was made to guarantee claims concerning failures 
of the studied components. Despite all quite rough assumptions made 
along the way, the predictions matched the reported failures well. 
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Conclusions and future work 

This thesis has aimed to explore the possibilities of fatigue damage 
predictions in components mounted on a heavy vehicle chassis, excited by 
road induced vibrations. To arrive there, two main problems had to be 
solved along the way. First, the displacement and strains in the component 
had to be estimated based on sparsely measured vibration responses. 
Secondly, the fatigue damage could be predicted. 

For the first problem, an augmented Kalman filter extended with a fixed-
lag smoothing algorithm was employed. This smoother has proven to 
successfully estimate the states of several different systems, all including 
both model errors and measurement noise. Secondly, the fatigue damage 
could be predicted based on the estimated stresses. Due to the complexity 
of both the load and the geometry of the structures, the damage predictions 
are far from trivial. The damage prediction methodologies used in this 
work proved to be reliable and easy to implement. However, the damage 
predictions are far from perfect. To continue this project, I would explore 
the methods for fatigue damage prediction more. To increase the reliability 
of the predicted damage, I think this is where one should focus.  

Another strategy for failure predictions which just have started to be 
explored is the use of AI to analyse massive arrays of data collected by the 
modern vehicles. The implementation of neural networks has a great 
potential and will, most likely, be a natural strategy in the future in 
extracting useful data from the large-scale measurements, and in training 
the models to improve realizability. The approach presented in this work 
builds a foundation for that by demonstrating the schematics of how the 
data can be used within sound physical framework and high-fidelity 
models.  
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Summary of appended papers 

Paper A – Dynamic response identification based on state estimation 
and operational modal analysis 

In the first paper, we present the augmented Kalman filter extended with 
a fixed-lag smoother for solving the joint state and input estimation 
problem. The augmented state-space model is presented and the algorithm 
realising the fixed-lag smoother is derived. In addition, a novel tuning 
methodology for adaptive estimators is presented.  

All adaptive estimators contain some kind of regularization parameters 
that adapts the algorithm to a specific problem, and the selection of these 
parameters affects the accuracy of the estimates to a great extent. However, 
if no, or very little, information about the states or input forces is known 
prior to estimations, assigning values to the regularization parameters is 
difficult. Therefore, a robust tuning methodology that assumes very little a 
priori information about the states and input forces was developed.  

To experimentally validate the smoothing algorithm, the load-carrying 
structure of a truck side skirt (a component designed to reduce the 
aerodynamic resistance of the vehicle) was studied. Accelerations were 
measured in a test rig where the motion of the side skirt was generated to 
simulate the vibrations measured on a real truck driving on the Scania test 
track in Södertälje. To formulate the augmented state-space model, an 
operational modal analysis was performed. This resulted in a model with 
small, however not unsubstantial, errors. 

The estimates from the fixed-lag smoothing algorithm were compared to 
those of a joint input-state estimation algorithm, the state-of-the-art at the 
time. In addition, the estimates were compared to additional measured 
vibration responses. The validation of the smoothing algorithm was 
performed by analysing two sensor configurations: one where the number 
of response measurement sensors was high compared to the number of 
estimated motions and participating modes, and another where the 
number of response measurements was reduced. Both algorithms perform 
very well within the first sensor configuration. With a reduced number of 
response measurements, the fixed-lag smoother was superior to the joint 
input-state filter in capturing the motion of the side skirt. 
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Paper B – Study of a fixed-lag Kalman smoother for input and state 
estimation in vibrating structures 

In this paper, we examine the performance of the smoothing algorithm 
introduced in Paper A in more detail. Numerical simulations are used to 
investigate how model errors and measurement noise affect the quality of 
the estimates.  

First, simulations of a simply supported beam excited with two input forces 
were studied. To investigate how model error and measurement noise 
affect the estimates, four different test setups were used. A small respective 
large model error was studied in combination with a low respective high 
measurement noise. The augmented state vector containing the input 
forces and the modal displacements was estimated by the fixed-lag 
smoother and the result was compared to estimates from the regular 
augmented Kalman filter, and to the real inputs. The estimates from the 
smoother were superior to those of a regular Kalman filter for all studied 
signals and it was concluded that for dynamic time-invariant systems the 
fixed-lag smoothing algorithm improves the estimate. It was also shown 
that the time lag needed to achieve a good smoothing effect depends more 
on the level of measurement noise rather than on the level of model error. 

Secondly, a numerical model of a vehicle component was studied. To 
further investigate the effect of model errors, an intentionally inaccurate 
numerical model was used in the simulations. This model included errors 
of both the eigenfrequencies and the mode shapes. These simulations 
showed that the smoother efficiently reduces the noise level of the estimate 
and reduces the effect of the erroneous mode shapes. 

In addition, also the tuning methodology presented in Paper A was 
examined in more detail. This proposed methodology includes the 
assumption of a constant model error covariance matrix, and the validity 
of this assumption was examined. A sensitivity analysis was performed 
where the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix were varied. Each 
value was increased and decreased one and two orders of magnitude and 
the resulting estimates were compared. It was shown that the proposed 
tuning methodology results in stable estimates with a good trade-off 
between estimator adaptability and noise sensitivity. 
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Paper C – A methodology for strain-based fatigue damage prediction by 
combining finite element modelling with vibration measurements 

In Paper C we take the step from only input and state estimation to also 
use the estimates to predict fatigue damage. To do so, a laboratory 
experiment of a vehicle component is studied. In this experiment, the 
component is mounted in a vibration test rig which is excited by a hydraulic 
actuator. The vibrations in the test rig simulate vibrations measured on the 
Scania test track in Södertälje. Acceleration and strain responses were 
measured, sparsely spread on the component. To formulate the augmented 
state-space description of the system, a finite element model was created. 
Due to a complex dynamic system with some nonlinear behaviour, errors 
in the FE model were unavoidable. To decrease the errors in the FE model, 
its dynamic properties were tuned to match those of operational modal 
analysis. Even though the model errors in the FE model were decreased, 
significant differences between the FEA and OMA remained. The 
regularization parameters included in the smoothing algorithm were tuned 
according to the methodology described in Paper A and Paper B. To 
validate the model and tuning, two of the measured vibrations, one 
acceleration and one strain, were estimated based on the other 
measurements. The estimates matched the measured quantities well, 
confirming that the smoothing algorithm estimates the states correctly.  

To investigate the effect of the position of the sensors, a comparative study 
was performed. Sensors from different positions on the component were 
omitted from the response vector in order to be estimated. The error 
between the true measured quantity and the estimate was compared. It was 
shown that the error varied a lot depending on what sensors were used in 
the simulations, and especially the strains differed. The strain signals with 
high frequency contents in the frequency interval where the model error 
was the largest were affected the most.  

All measurements were finally used to estimate the strain tensor in four 
hot-spot areas. A 77 s long vibration test signal was analysed, and the 
damage was computed from the estimated strains. Damage was computed 
with two different methods; Maximum principal stress with uniaxial 
rainflow counting and Wang and Brown’s multiaxial rainflow count. The 
damage predicted using the two different methods was similar, though the 
maximum Wang and Brown’s damage was four times higher than the 
maximum damage using the principal stresses. The predicted damage 
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correlated well with failures that occurred during a vibration fatigue test of 
the studied component.  

 

Paper D – Vehicle fatigue damage prediction based on estimated strains 
and road measurements 

In the final paper, the complexity of the problem studied has increased. 
This paper presents a study of the applicability of the fatigue prediction 
methodology presented in Paper C for online estimation of fatigue damage 
in vehicle components under operating conditions. To do so, the fatigue 
damage is predicted in three different components mounted on a truck 
chassis, based on measurements from highway driving in Germany and 
Russia. The fatigue damage is predicted from strains estimated with the 
fixed-lag smoothing algorithm.  

The strains were estimated from acceleration measured in only eight 
positions spread over the truck chassis, and around 1000 km of 
measurements from each country were analysed. The measurements were 
performed on two different vehicles, one in Germany and one in Russia. 
The vehicles have the same general specification, but they do have 
differences. To formulate a state-space model valid for both vehicles, a 
stripped finite element model including only the main chassis-mounted 
components of interest for this study was created. Since this FE model is a 
rough simplification of a complete truck chassis, model errors are 
inevitable.  

The regularization parameters were tuned according to the methodology 
presented in Paper A. The model and the tuning of the smoothing 
algorithm were validated by estimating one of the measured accelerations 
based on the other measurements with an acceptable result. The strain in 
hot-spot areas on the three different components was then estimated and 
from these estimates, the fatigue damage was predicted. Due to the 
considerable length of the signals (the 1000 km of measurements), the 
damage was computed in the frequency domain using Dirlik’s method. 
This method assumes the stress signals to be stationary and Gaussian, 
something which the analysed signals not entirely fulfilled. However, for 
the studied fatigue damage prediction methodology to be useful for online 
predictions in a vehicle, computational efficiency needs to be prioritized.  
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To verify the methodology and the assumptions made within it, the 
predicted fatigue damage was compared to guarantee claims concerning 
the studied components. All claims from the two markets were studied and 
the ones concerning failures of the studied components were selected. The 
failure rate differed significantly between the two markets, and the 
predicted damages corresponded well to the reported failures.  
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